Traffic Problems Discussed
Editorials this week praise the beginning of a
solution to the campus traffic problems. The use of
patrols is termed a step in the right direction; however a suitable solution has not yet been found.
Read the Editorials and discover other solutions to
this increasing problem.
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Noted Author To Give Lecture In
College Auditorium On March 15
C. Northcote Parkinson, author of the recent best
seller on economic Parkinson's Law. will give a lecture
at Clemson College on March 15. This lecture, entitled
"Parkinson's Law of Bureaucracy Under The Microscope," will be held at 11:00 A. M. in the college auditorium.
Dr. Parkinson, born in England in 1909. was educated at Emanuel College at Cambridge. He received
his Doctorate at Kings College.
■
I
University Of London. During
World War II, Dr. Parkinson
was commissioned and served
as an R.A.F. staff officer, and
later on the General Staff.
He has taught at the Royal
Naval Academy in Dartmouth,
and at the University Of Liver
"The purpose of Kappa Sigma
pool. In 1950, he was appointed
Nu is to increase social and cul- to his present position as the
tural poise, better ideas of college Raffles Professor of History at
life, cooperative living and per- the University of Malaya in
sonal development through con- Singapore.
tacts in a social fraternity.
Professor Parkinson has written
"It will strive to uphold and
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Concert Series Presents 5th
Of Current '59-'60 Season
Navy Band Plans Night And
Afternoon Performance Here

By JERRY WEMPE
Tiger News Writer
The talented United States Navy Band is scheduled
to play matinee and evening concerts in the College
Field House on Mar. 18. The College Concert Series followers are fortunate that the Navy Band will be on hand
for a matinee at 4:00 p.m. as well as an evening performance at 8:00 o'clock.
The matinee is for school children, their teachers, and parents. cruited into the Navy as every
UNITED STATES NAVY BAND
Admission will be fifty cents for effort was made to fill the
the matinee and SI.25 for both need of sailor, soldier, and
children and adults at the even- civilian. With the advent of
ing performance.
the Armistice these bands dispreserve Clemson tradition andimany books on a **"?* of sub
The U. S. Navy Band concerts appeared as quickly as they
to develop among its members jects. Among his best ones are
are selected to please everyone, had come.
a sense of responsibility that is delightful, but biting satire on the
South Carolina General As- being made up of poular music,
economic situation as it exists
so essential to a complete college
The need for good music to
sembly elected three new mem- classic presentations and noveleducation." This is the stated pur- today. His latest book. "The Evobers and re-elected another to ties. The Band presents the provide inspiration, and to build
lution
of
Political
Thought",
was
pose and objectives of one of
spirit, morale, was sufficient to
Clemson Continuing Education Center began conducting classes Tuesday night
the Clemson Board of Trustees works of the great masters as
Clemson's newest social fraterni- published in September of 1958.
Feb. 17. The Board is the gov- skillfully as any group in the bring about the special acts of for six consecutive Tuesday nights. Almost 40 courses are being offered to the public.
It
is
a
more
serious
study
on
the
ties, Kappa Sigma Nu.
Congress which made the Navy
erning body of this institution. country.
Registration in these classes is open to any student. Bersons failing to register
The members are: Ed Fox, origin and development of various
Yard Band the official band of
Robert L. Stoddard of SparHowever to balance off these the U. S. Navy.
electrical
engineering
major. forms of government.
for the first class last Tuesday may register during the first part of next week and
D. R. Parkinson has been on a tanburg was re-elected to serve selections the Band possesses
Greer; Fred Bishop, industrial
The history of the U. S. Navy begin attendance at the second class, if the classes are not filled.
management major, Beaufort: lecture tour in the U. S. from the a four year term ending in 1964. what has been described as an Band is almost synonymous with
Although students may take ad- j
—
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr., and W. "ultra modern 'swtngphonette'
Herbert Rowland, industrial man- time he arrived here for the publithe career of its fine conductor, vantage of these classes, they are1 A I
Gordon
McCabe
were
also
elected
"
i
i
■
fN
"
J
fi
I
i
section"
which
goes
a
sparkagement major, St. Marys, Ga.; I cation of his latest book. He has
to four year terms ending in 1964. ling personality to light operas Commander Charles Brendler.
Charles Garrison, electrical engi- .left a trail of laughter and revoHe is recognized as a conductor count as any credit toward grad; lutionized thinking wherever he P. D. Holmes was elected to fill • and the latest hit tunes.
neering, Fort Mill.
,! of exceptional ability and is i uation. There are no entrance re- \
the vacancy created by the death]
^„B™! noted for showmanship.
Other members are; Johnny ;has talked. While his lectures are of J. F. McLaurin of Bennetts- \
quirements or examinations.
consists of approximately one
Wells, electrical engineering : extremely amusing, they are fillCharles Brendler enlisted in The purpose of the Clemson
ville. He will serve until 1962.
hundred individual artists. It is
major, Darlington; James P. ed with many thought-provoking
the U. S. Navy at the age of 15.
Quattlebuam, a resident of notable that any one of the Band
Continuing Education
students are reminded for the third time by the
Mozingo IV, pre-med major, : ideas. The Friday Forum of DalHis first assignment was on I: Community
Center, according to director F.]
. ".
members
could
find
a
ready
Spartanburg,
graduated
from
Darlington; Wesley Murph, las, Texas said "Excellent! We
board the USS Florida where he j E. Cookson, is to bring people to- Administration that under no circumstances will exCeramic engineering major, J were afraid to laugh for fear that Clemson in 1933 with a Bache- position in any of the world's was given the rating of "Landsjgether to learn, to share, to build, cuses be given for ciasses missed prior to sick call unless
Aiken; Mike Best, civil engi- we would
miss
something". lor of Science degree in elec- great symphony orchestras.
The Tour Band, which is only man for Musician." Four years : and to seek answers to problems
; Wherever he has been, favorable trical engineering. McCabe is
neering, Hinesville, Ga.
of
sea
and
service
discipline
! of today and tomorrow.
Ithe student is placed on quarters or retained in the
an executive with J. P. Stevens, a portion of the entire U. S., didn,t
Also, Tom Edwards, industrial previews have followed,
discourage him and
Incorporated, of Greenville Navy Band, is composed of about
Operating
for
the
past
six
; hospital.
management major, Greenville;
Dr. Parkinson is a contributor
steadfast application,
througn
and Holmes is a peach grower 50 carefully selected artists. The!
years, the Center has been rep- !
■
James B. Floyd, electrical engi-| to the London Times, Punch,
coupled
with
unusual
ability,
he
diverse functions of the Band
resented for varied educational i
Medical excuses are available in the Student Affairs
from Johnston.
neering major, Charleston; Rich- The Economist, and in this
reached
the
top.
experiences by practically ev- after 2:30 p. m. of the day following the sick call. StuDefeated in the election of demand versatility; each man
. ard Mulligan, textile management county, to Harper's, The ReIn 1941, Commander Brendthree
trustees
to
serve must be, and is, a musician of
ery occupational group in the , dents placed on quarters or hospital classification may
major, Columbia; Thomas J. Eth- porter, National Review, and
ler,
then
a
Lieutenant,
became
area. Through this representafull terms were Curtis Penning- solo' ability on one or more ineredge, arts and sciences, North. the Journal of Public Law.
Conductor of the U. S. Navy
struments.
tion, many courses can be of- receive excuses for morning classes missed prior to visitton
of
Anderson
and
R.
S.
CampAlso, Jake F. Strickland, voca- He has also written an article
Band. In 1947 he was promoted fered.
ing the Infirmary.
Soloist Are
tional
agricultural
education, for the Saturday Evening Post's bell of Gaffney, an incubent.
Highlights are to be found in to Lt. Commander as a tribute
The
vote
was
125
for
Stoddard,
Registration fee Is $4 for enrollScracton; David Cox, ceramic en- Adventures of Mind series which
Students who miss class and are placed under any
the renditions of such soloists j to his years of service and out- ment in one or two courses. Some
gineering major, Easley; and Jim- was "Can Democracy Survive?" 102 for Quattlebaum, 93 for Mc- as:
standing leadership.
other
classification simply must take unauthorized abGordon
Finlay,
cornet:
craft courses will require a mamy Willcox, chemical engineering 6th issue. The title of the article Cabe, 83 for Pennington and 65 Frank Scimonelli, post horn; Ben
In 1953 he attained the rank
sences,
according to Student Affairs Office.
for
Campbell.
| terials fee to cover material used
major, Darlington. The faculty ad-j was "Can Democracy Survive
Mitchel Morris, tenor vocalist: of full commander, the highest during the course. Each course
Also
seeking
election
for
the
visor is Mark S. Steadman, of the ■ The Christian Science Monitor
Excuses have six dispositions. They are:
unexpired term of the late J. F. Rodger Wilklow, trombone; Wil- rank ever held by a musician in will require sufficient enrollment
English Department.
ihas said that "When there is a
McLaurin was R. S. Scarborough liam Cameron, harp; and Harry the Regular Navy. The only to make
continuance
of
the
T-l—Tardy for present class.
The officers elected are: presi- Parkinson to listen to, a hall fills
comparable achievement was
of Eastover. The vote was 90 for; Houdeshel, flute.
course worthwhile.
dent, Ed Fox; vice-president, Tom with people and people fill with
The
United
States
Navy
Band
that
of
the
late
John
Philip
Ex-2—Excused from present class only.
Holmes and 65 for Scarborough, i
Students . reegistering late will
Edwards; secretary, Fred Bishop; j laughter'." Dr. Parkinson was
The Board of Trustees is originated and was designated as Sousa, composer of the stirring register in person at Basement
treasurer, Charles Garrison; and characterized in the New York
Q-3—Quarters—excused from all classes and formacomposed of 13 members, seven such on Inauguration Day, Mar. "Stars and Stripes Forever", who Room 2 of the old Chemistry i
pledgemaster, Herbert Rowland, j Times Book Review as "Bugs of whom are life members and 4. 1925 when President Coolidge earned the rank of Commander
Building and in the Lobby of the!tions for that day.
Richard Mulligan was elected' Bunny with a Ph.D., nonchalantly may select their successors. signed a special act of Con- in the Naval Reserve.
Plant and Animal Science Build- j
g j) _<j Excused Drill- -Excused from actual march(Continued from Page 3)
nibbling his carrot." •
Honored
The remaining six are elected gress. Prior to this time there
ing Tuesday evenings through I.
Commander Brendler has been March 8. Information concerning' °
by the General Assembly for had been numerous naval band
-'
four year terms. Three are groups organized at the outset honored with the coveted presi- registration may be obtained by j
Duty—Students classified as duty receive no medidency
of
the
American
Bandof
the
first
World
War.
Stirring
elected every two years.
telephoning OL-4-5805.
ca} eXcuse.
Presently occupying positions music was required to cheer on masters Association. Along with
The two class periods are 50
countless other honors, he is the minutes in length with a 20 minj as life members are R. M. Coop- j the nation's cause.
Hospital—Students retained in the hospital are not
The finest talent of the great only honorary member of the exer, president of the Board of
ute interval between classes. The,given a particular disposition until they are released,
clusive
White
House
CorresponEntering freshmen are often un- j available for a male freshman i Trustees, from Wisacky in Lee symphony orchestras was redents Club. He was, and is to- first period^runs ^from 7:30^-8:20:^^ names wm appear on excuses issued for the day
aware of financial aid available to from South Carolina enrolling in I County; T. B. Young of Florence
pjn., and the second runs from
day, recognized as a player,
they are released and will contain the entire period they
them in the form of scholarships.! chemistry, chemical, civil, electri- i and J. F. Byrnes of Columbia.
8:40-9:30 pjn.
soloist,
conductor,
and
innovator.
The following list has been com- j cal, industrial and mechanical enAlso, Edgar A. Brown of Barnwere
detained in the Infirmary
(Continued on Page 3)
A part of the program will be
piled by the Student Aid Office as I gineering, industrial management j well, Charles E. Daniels of
f
conducted by Lt. Haroud Fultz.
a service to prospective fresh- and physics; selection based on : Greenville, Paul-Sanders of HitAssistant Conductor. Lt. Fultz
men.
scholarship, leadership, character ter, Colleton County, and Win-j
entered the Navy in 1935 and
The following awards are based | and financial need, and is paid | Chester Smith of Williston, Barnhas distinguished himself as a
in
equal
installments
during
four
well
County.
on high school- records, entrance j
Students who had their blood
Elected members serving until typed here may pick up their soloist, conductor, and composer.
examination scores, and other! years of satisfactory undergrad11962 are W. A. Barnette of donor certificates from the Dorm- He belongs to the exclusive
conditions specified by the selec-j uate study.
ASCAP group.
tion committees. The College enAnd Western Electric Company ' Greenwood, A. M. Quattlebaum i itory Office. The typing program
Lt. Fultz has attended George
trance examinations must be tak- Scholarships; several awards con- of Florence and the recently was carried out to facilitate the
team, Prof. Williamson, is a
Two professors of architecture tries.
en and a completed application,! sisting of tuition, fees, books and j elected P. D. Holmes of John- present Clemson Walking Blood Washington University, West and a student of architecture won The winning team of professorsj practicing architect in HighVirginia Wesleyan College, gradalong with a transcript of high| supplies available annually for ston.
Bank.
uated at the top of his class of two of three top prizes in a re- from Clemson were Prof. George lands, N. C, and an instructor
school work through the first se(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
In the program, the Student the then newly formed U. S cent architectural competition ac- C. Means Jr., AIA and Prof. Hor- of architecture. He is a gradmester, must be mailed by March
Body replaces any blood given to: Navai school of Music (1935), cording to Harlan E. McClure, ace H. Williamson, AIA. They re- j uate of Georgia Institute of
1 in order to be considered for |
students and their families, pro-land taught at Jackson College Dean of the School of Architec- ceived a cash award and a com- j Technology.
the coming school year.
mission for the construction of the
Third prize in the competition
fessors and their families andjof Music. He held various posi- ture.
The list is as follows: the Sears- \
was won by Kemp Mooney from
residents of Clemson community, tions, but it was on July 2, 1956 The competition, 1960 National housing unit.
Roebuck Agricultural Scholar- •
Prof. Means is an associate pro-! Columbia, a fourth year student
| that he w:as assigned to the U. S. N. A. H. B. Louisville Home
ships, ten $300 awards available!
Navy Band as Assistant Conduc- Show Architectural Competition. fessor in the School of Architec- in architecture. This prize carries
annually for freshmen from South ;
The problem was to design a sin- ture and practices architecture in a cash award, also.
tor.
Carolina who enroll in the School |
The United States Navy Band, gle family residence which could Clemson. He is a graduate of The winning designs will be exof Agriculture; the George E. and
in addition to its regular sche- readily be adaptable to multiple Western Reserve University and hibited in Louisville, Ky., and
Leila Giles Singleton Scholarship,
Ray
Griffin, an architecture dule in Washington, makes unit construction in large housing Georgia Institute of Technology, later will be published in a magaa S300 award annually for a farm
major from Dillon, has been Spring and Fall Concert Tours groups. Architects and architec- where he received his Master of zine publicizing the competition
boy who enrolls in Agriculture.
and this particular field of denamed as a third alternating col- to some section of the country tural students throughout the na- Architecture.
Residents of Oconee, Pickens and
The other member of the sign.
tion were invited to submit enumnist of The Tiger. Also to ease
(Continued on Page 3)
Anderson counties are eligible for
the work of the sports editor and
this scholarship.
the news editor, and to designate
And, tiie Smith-Douglass Agsomeone in charge in event of
ricultural Scholarships, several
their absence, the following have
$750 awards for freshmen who
been named:
enroll in the School of AgriculJim Stepp, an industrial manture, to be paid over a four
agement major from Greer, has
year period. Applicants should
By JOHN LONG
dan Conservatory in Indianapo- of Bob Flanigan, Don and Ross as "Don't Worry 'Bout Me" or
been appointed assistant sports
be from one of the following
Tiger Asst. News Editor
lis Ross and Don Barbour and Barbour and Ken Albers.
"Invitation" instrumental support
editor.
Also
Becky
Epting,
an
South Carolina counties: ClarenBob sings the top voice, plays came from five guitars. AdditionBob Flanigan sang and played
The
Four
Freshman,
nationally
arts
and
science
major
from
don, Darlington, Dillon, Florin neighboring college campuses trombone and doubles on bass. al help was supplied from drums,
Clemson, and John Allan Long, famous vocal and instrumental reence, Georgetown, Horry, Lee,
and made many nightclub ap- Don is the second voice playing bongos and vibes lapsing into unian architecture major from Salu- cordists, will perform on campus
Marion, Marlboro, Sumter, or
only a few weeks after the Mid- pearances. Actually the club job the guitar. Ross, singing the third son figures with the guitars.
da,
have
been
appointed
assistant
Williamsburg.
Enjoy Taking Liberties
winter's Dance weekend and just earnings around the speedway part, plays the drums and trumnews editors.
Also, the Leon Lowenstein Founpet; and Ken plays the trumpet The Four Freshmen like to apdays before the Military Ball Feb. city kept them in school.
dation Scholarships, two $2400
Ken Errair later joined the or- and mello-phone.
proach a familiar song as if it
25.
awards available for male freshThe group has recorded sever- were brand new, similar to what
ganized trio and with the addi
Central
Dance
Association
will
men enrolled in the School of Textional vocalist the group called al albums since their original a jazz group does. They enjoy
sponsor a concert spotlighting the
tiles, and to be paid in equal in"Freshmen Favorites." In the singing a song faster or slower
themselves the Four Freshman.
popular foursome March 10 in the
stallments over a four year perAfter several years of striving "Four Freshmen and Five than its usually sung, taking liField House at 8 pjn. Admission
iod; the South Carolina Textile
to popularize their imaginative vo- Saxes" the group incorporates berties with its phrasing and melwill be $2 per person.
Manufacturers Association Scholcal and musical ideas, Stan Kea- their ideas of making four ody.
Once an enthusiast of the Four ton offered his assistance and voices sound like five, except
arship, a $2,000 award for fresh"Charmaine," "Julie is her
Freshman stated, "Although their Capitol Records gave them a re- this time they make use of Name," and "Whistle me some
men enrolled in the School of TexClemson
Little
Theater
is
planname
suggests
a
group
of
stufive saxophones to appear as Blues" have been made famous
tiles, and to be spread over a four
cording contract.
ning tryouts for two plays to be dents, these imaginative four no
nine.
year period.
Teams With Orchestra
by the group.
presented in the middle of May. longer attend an institution, they
In their first album, Fresh"Voices in Modern," "Four
And, J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.
Sometimes one of the Freshmen
It is intended that the entire cast have become one.
men Favorites which soon found Freshmen and Five Trombones," is spotlighted in a solo, but it is
Scholarship, a $2,000 award, the
and the majority of the company
Texize Chemicals, Inc. ScholarThe original idea of the group its way over the nation, the four- Four Freshmen and Five Trum- the blend of all four members
be composed of college students. — to get a five-voice sound with some teamed with a full orches- pets," "Voices in Latin," and that has gained them fame.
ship, another $2000 award; both
There are approximately 20 only four voices — has carried tra for the first time.
"Four Freshmen in Person" all The Four Freshmen has won
of which are available for freshmale parts and five female parts. through the years from singing Ken Albers, the bass voice of adapt various instrumental sounds "Best Vocal Group" race in Memen enrolled in the School of Textronome and Down Beat polls for
tiles and are paid in equal install- Joe Suddeth lets Jimmy Kizer feel the good end of a paddle dur- All students interested should con- in a conservatory to performing the present group, replaced Ken and tone-colors.
ing Mu Beta Psi initiation this week. The pledges have under- tact Professor H. N. Cooledge of before thousands from coast to Errair several years ago. Now,
"Graduation Day" was the four straight years and lead the
ments during four years.
after over 10 years since actually groups most successful single, a field in Billboard and Playboy
Also, Southern Maid Scholar- gone a school week of informal initiation. (Tiger photo by Alex the Architecture Department be- coast.
fore Mar. 15.
While students at Arthur Jor- being freshmen the group consists favorite in 1955. In ballads such polls.
ship, & four-year tuition award McCormack.)

Kappa Sigma Nu
Organizes For
Social Purposes

General Assembly
Elects Members to
Board Of Trustees

Education Center To Hold Classes
For Adults Continuing Education

*Admistration Reminds Mudents
About Rules Concerning Sick Call

Prospective Freshmen Are Eligible For
Financial Aid In Form Of Scholarships

Donors May
Pick Up Their
Certificates

Professors, Student Win Prizes
In Architectural Competition

Tiger Announces
New Positions

CDA To Sponsor Concert Given By Four
Freshmen; 'Best Vocal Group9 Winner

Little Theater
Plans Tryouts For
Important Roles
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EDITORIALS

Mumbling Mutterings

Rally Round The Clubs - Boys

Increasing Traffic Increases Congestion;
Proposal Offered As Solution To Trouble
Many solutions have been devised in
the past to contend with Clemson's ever
increasing traffic problem. However, we
feel that, although they were each a step
in the right direction, a suitable solution
has not yet been found.
The conflict of students and cars at
various congested areas of the campus
has been somewhat alleviated by the recent organization of student traffic directors. This was a step in the right direction, as we said before, but we feel that
there is a better solution.
We would*Bke to propose the following as a better plan to eliminate Clemson's increasing traffic problem:
(1) That the road from Tillman Hall
to Riggs Hall be closed from five (5) minutes before until five (5) minutes after
the hour. This would necessitate the installation of some sort of blinker at the
three following points: On the side of
the Chemistry Building next to Tillman
Hall, in front of Riggs Hall, leaving the
parking lot there open, and on the road
from the laundry to Hardin Hall at the
laundry entrance.
That the road in front of Long Hall
and Old Dairy Building Library to Dairy
Bar be closed at these same times. Blinkers would also have to be placed at both
entrances to this road.
That no cars except visitors be allowed to pass through the closed roads
between the above times from eight until
12 in the morning and possibly at one.
That a stop light be installed at the
cross walk between Shop Building and
Structural Science Building.
Now that we have the proposal, let's
go back over it and see how it would effect Clemson and the reasons behind it.
The main area of congestion at the
present time is the cross way between
Shop Building and Structural Sciences
Building. The installation of a stop light
to alleviate this problem is obvious. It
is virtually impossible to completely close
this road, but a stop light would make it
possible for students to easily cross at

this point. Money may be an immediate
problem here, but the safety of students
can not be measured in monetary terms.
The road in front of Old Dairy Building serves only as a short cut at the present time (not forgetting that there are a
few parking spaces there). The closing
of this road at the appointed times would
not cause further traffic congestion. In
the near future this road will be permanently closed anyway because of the construction of the new Physics Building.
What change would the closing of the
road from Tillman to Riggs bring about?
First of all, it would deny access to the
large faculty parking lot in front of A and
B dormitories and the one at the trustees
building. How can this be solved? By
opening up the road by Tillman from the
circle around the statue of Tom Clemson
to the former lot. This would also gain
access to the latter.
However, there is still the problem of
shutting of the parking spaces by the old
Chemistry Building. This would be a
slight inconvenience on faculty members
who regularly park there, but we feel
that this would not be too great for them
to overcome. Why? In the first place,
several of them come in before the lights
would be turned on, and, in the second
place, for those who now do not come in
before the lights are turned on could
come in a few minutes earlier.
What about day student parking lots?
None of these will be shut off in any way.
Summing up the outcome of the recommended action, no parking lots will be
shut of except from five minutes before
until five minutes after the hour, and
then, this would only be by the Old
Chemistry Building.
Who would turn these lights on and
off? Someone in the dormitory office or
some other central control.
In closing we would like to say that,
although a few may be inconvenienced in
a small way, and it may cost the college
some money, what is the cost of an injury
or a death?

No More Frats To Be Recognized This Semester
Government Intervention Breaches Justice

By RAY GRIFFIN
THE OBVIOUS ... a campus overloaded with organizations covering many phases (supposedly) of campus activities. For ease of discussion group them as
service, honoraries, professionals, regionals, social, and
leadership.
Service groups and fraternities we have, but no
"service to school and community" nor "projects and (
service for the growth and advancement
of Clemson College.' Honoraries we have
which apparently exist for that supreme
moment of recognition when scholarship
is rarely rewarded only to fade into obscurity until the next annual tapping.
Professionals we have to enrich us in
chosen fields as their purposes bravely
state. Where are the lectures, discussions, field trips,
contacts with those established in their field? Regionals we have to unite us in bonds of lasting friendships
with those from our geographic area. At least they
head in the right direction, as witnessed by holiday
dances.
Socials we have but they are, as yet, trial balloons.
Perhaps boredom and inactivity can be kept out. Leadership we have; where are the leaders? Where are
their carefully considered firm stands on particular
issues and their constructive actions?
THE QUESTIONS ... do members join for the purpose of joining? Is it to be known by the long list of
extra-curricular activities? Is it the drive for a form
of tangible success? Is it the struggle to assert a personality or is it that catchall phrase, the ego drive?

tation, the coattail riding? Why are members apparently so little interested in club meetings with impor-

TOIK Ot Ihe Town

General Spirit, Interest On
Campus Can Easily Be Improved
By JUDY DeLOACH
"Clemson cannot and will
not gain in stature, importance, and prestige as long as
we, the students don't give a
damn." From last week's editorial, we quote a statement
which has caused us to do
quite a bit of
thinking.
We
might
elaborate on
this just a bit
by adding that
Clemson isn't
going to gain
in much of
anything a s
long as we, the students, neglect many thing that are so
very important to our school.
This school can, on occasion,
be quite "dead", if you'll pardon the expression, and by
that we mean spiritless or
lacking in enthusiasm.
Granted, when the football
team is winning the spirit never lags, but what about when
some issue comes up to be

sistant Secretary of State for InterAmerican Affairs, Roy Rubottom, Jr., to
California Governor "Pat" Brown.
Brown's immediate action was to call San
There are two main reasons behind Quentin Prison and grant convicted kidthis statement. First, fraternities are in naper Caryl Chessman a 60-day reprieve.
Chessman, convicted 12 years ago, was
early stages of life at Clemson and must
fated
to be put to death only ten hours
be under close surveillance so that they
may prove beneficial to Clemson. It is after the temporarily life-saving teleimpossible to approve any more at this gram arrived. He has been both clever
time and give them the sufficient guid- and brilliant in citing technicalities
which in the past have delayed his being
ance that they need at this time.
executed seven times by virtue of stays
Secondly, in haste, fraternities may be
of execution.
quickly formed without careful planning
Regardless of our convictions on capi- Analytical Approach
by their leaders and will crumble in the
tal punishment, a breach of justice seems "
near future. This will give an air of bad
to have been committed in the last infeeling about fraternities to everyone
stance. Nothing save sentiment and caconcerned.
joling on the part of some would-be Latin
This does not mean that no more fra- American demonstrations permitted
ternities can be formed next semester.
Chessman to escape being executed.
By BUCK DEATON
Plan now and be recognized next fall.
The country is in a sad state of affairs
Not too long ago Richard C.
Fraternities are infants on the Clemson when it is malleable enough to be han- Armstrong, Ass't Dean of Students issued a memorandum to
campus and must grow slowly so that
dled by our Southern neighbors in de- all dormitory residents in which
they will not falter.
ciding our criminal codes and punish- he made known the fact that
THROUGH OUR EMBASSY IN MON- ments. Justice is justice; however, it numerous complaints have
been registerTIVIDEO THE NATIONAL COUNCIL seems to be something divorced from jused with his
OF GOVERNMENT OF URUGUAY HAS tice in the Chessman case. His punishoffice concernTONIGHT BROUGHT TO THE URG- ment has been decided; his fate has been
ing the loss of
ENT ATTENTION OF THE STATE DE- sealed up in the annals of a California
special letters.
The misPARTMENT THE GRAVE CONCERN Court House.
placed letters
OF THE COUNCIL OVER ANTICI) were either of
It is for these reasons that we do not
PATED HOSTILE DEMONSTRATIONS hesitate to say that a gross injustice has
a personal nature
from
OF STUDENT ELEMENTS AND OTH- been effected, and that injustice has been
ERS TO CHESSMAN EXECUTION the result of an intervention by a govern- girl friends or money-bearing
letters from parents. Whether
WHEN OUR PRESIDENT VISITS URU- ment which should be completely un- these letters were lost while
GUAY MAR. 2.
biased and unprejudiced in the judicial enroute to the students or illegally taken from their post
Thus read a telegram sent from As- affairs of our country.
office box after being delivered there, we cannot be absoLet's Talk It Over
lutely certain.
The grim fact remains that
the letters were never received.
Although it is terrible enough
within itself, we can only hope
that the letters in question
were lost in the mail.
By BOB CLARK
demoncracy, liberty, etc. are paigns, and drives will solve
It would be a difficult truth
Tiger Associate Editor
our
problems.
Parents
must
very much in keeping with the
to
swallow if the fact were
How many of you have heard trend of the times; he spurns train and discipline their own
of J. P. McEvoy? Well, he is too much conformity; however, children and not abdicate re- established that a "Clemson
Man" was stealing mail from
not generally well-known; he doesn't condone an overly- sponsibility to the schools, pohis fellow students.
however, while reading a book individualistic attitude, as may lice and juvenile judges."
Indeed, we wish to believe
He continues on, but the jist
entitled "This I Believe" the be witnessed in the Beat genthat the latter is not the case;
other day, this columnist came eration. However, this column- of what this columnist wants
however, certain students have
across an entry by McEvoy ist is one who doubts the indi- to bring out are in the above
presented definite proof that
which he thinks is both inter- viduality of the Beatniks. They sentences. Whenever we as
esting and concordance with seem to be as much of a con- students are taught in classes
will in our chosen vocations.
his general beliefs.
formist as anything existing some theoretical aspects of
McEvoy's statement about
McEvoy is a literary virtuoso, today (considering they con- science (physics, mathematics,
chemistry, etc.) do we take for the superfluity of organizaone of American's most pro- form to being Beat).
tions, clubs, campaigns, etc.
lific and versatile writers. Born
Here are some quotes from granted the bases behind these
could
apply to Clemson Colin New York McEvoy's maxims: "I believe theories, thus shutting out our
lege. He said that they are not
City, he has with Hamlet there are more minds to further elucidation the final solution to our probworked for va- things in Heaven and Earth regarding them?
It seems that we tend to par- lems. This is quite true.
rious newspa- than are dreamed of in our
Our need for a social outlet
pers, written philosophy. So it doesn't both- rot our professors to an alarmfive novels, er me any more that philoso- ing degree. We are becoming here at Clemson has been
manifested in the form of clubs,
several books phers disagree with each other puppetized, in a sense.
Such other philosophies as too many, for that matter,
of short stories, —because I reserve the right
we art taught should never, that accomplish no good end.
a volume of to disagree with them.
never
shut the portal of our How much this fellow hits
I
know
they
are
smarter
than
verse, and ten
I am, but I console myself with minds from forming their own home!
Broadway productions.
This columnist particularly
He is the creator of the comic the thought that none of them thoughts, philosophies, ideas.
likes
McEvoy's beliefs in DemoWe
are
being
sent
here
not
has
come
back
from
the
Other
strip "Dixie Dugan." Since
I principally to acquire facts, cracy and Liberty.
1942, his chief occupation has Side with the answers
"I believe in Democracy—
been roving editor of "Read- believe we have been bewitch- etc. but to acquire the knowed into believing that commit- ledge wherewith we can prac- when that means equal opporer's Digest."
His opinions on philosophy, tees, organizations, clubs, cam- tically and usefully exert our tunities for all—but I believe
"No more fraternities will be recognized on Clemson campus, this semester,"
said Dean Armstrong earlier this week.
Why?

Why the deadheading, the roasting on past repu-

Dining Holl As Seen Before Blessing

voted on, or a building is to be
dedicated—how much student
participation or interest is
shown there?
Now there is some difference
in a football game and a
building dedication, perhaps
an unfair comparison, but the
idea is essentially the same.
Sometimes student spirit is
channeled too much in one direction when it is needed in
other ways, too.
It seems as if more interest
should be shown in student
government, student organizations and, of course, the academic side of this school.
The percentage voting in an
election is a disgrace to a
school this size. How many
voted in the election for a girl
to represent us in the Bluebonnet Bowl? Not many—not
even enough to amount to anything. And what about the
voting on the proposed Constitutional changes? For that
matter, who even knows that
much about the Constitution
of the student government

here?
We're not knocking the student government, but a new
student here does have a pretty hard time finding out how
things are organized around
here. And if one doesn't know,
how can one even pretend to
be very interested.
Lack of information is just
one reason why there might
not be much student interest
in something. So many other
things could be mentioned that
we don't want to try to talk
about them all. We just want
to ask the student if he thinks
this is very healthy for our
school!
A one-sided spirit—a mischanneled spirit—it takes something extremely controversial
to really work up any kind of
interest or get anyone to take
any sort of stand on anything.
Most just don't give a damn,
to tell the truth. What about
you? Don't you think the general spirit and interest around
here could be improved?

Need Exists On Campus For
Writer-Philosopher's Idea

within itself or is it dead weight in need of reappraisal
and re-evaluation?
Why do we have an ineffectual student assembly
(judging in the harsh light of no major concrete
achievements or major projected program for the year)
which collectively spins its wheels or inaction?
Where is the student government (the assembly*,
and executive committee) which has charted particular
courses for student body growth and campus improvement? Where are the issues—their ideas, their suggestions?
Is the dormitory system so perfect that it needs no
improvement? Is the profit making book store (no
reflection on management but a question of purpose)
a satisfactory situation for student welfare?
Is the academic program sufficiently well-rounded
—for instance, one philosophy course, no survey courses
(in English) of German, French, European, Oriental or
world literature. Is the grade point system really a
satisfactory one? Is vandalism—destruction of two,'
parking lot lights at $33 a piece—to be tolerated?
The issues have been debated, but have they been
resolved? Until they are or, more importantly, until

Numerous Complaints Issued Concerning Missing
Mail Suggests Strong Possibility Of Pilfering

I

tant topics to be discussed and solved, that they speed
up the meeting in order to make the last flick or catch
that TV show? Is the organization system healthy

the mail is being pilfered. Does
this leave a bad taste in your
mouth?
It should! A situation such
as this should make innocent
students so angry that they
would maintain a constant
vigil in the post office area and
not hestitate to report an unusual circumstance observed
there.
Perhaps the guilty parties
will read this column. If so, I
say to you, take heed! This is
a dangerous act and a criminal
offense that you have been
committing. An act such as
this is not only one against the
U. S. government, but what is
even worse, it is a direct act
against your fellow students.
Let us hope that acts such as
these cease to exist.
Since we are dealing upon
unpleasant subjects, let.us yet
consider another one of lesser
magnitude but nevertheless important in its own scope, the
manner in which students enter the dining hall.
The doors open, and the
mighty herd rushes in. I cannot
help but feel that this is an
accurate account of how our
students appear as they enter
the dining hall.
Why rush so? Everyone
knows that he has a permanent
seat assigned to him. In case
someone does take your seat,
just as steadfastly in the aristocracy of intelligence, taste
and character. I believe there
will always be leaders and
those who yearn to be led;
burden-bearers and free-riders." Anybody you know?
"I believe in Liberty—not
just something precious to die
for in far-off places, but something equally precious to live
for at home. Many brave men
nave iougni aoroaa to preserve
liberty, only to come home and
find it nibbled away by ducks:
officious bureaucrats, bullying bosses, nosey neighbors,
nagging wives interfering in,
,,
'
How many of you go along
with that?

merely reporting the incidence
to the dining hall committee
wiii bring about a solution to
the problem.
Have we declined to a position whereas we are so immature and barbarous that we
cannot perform a simple gesture of courtesy? Has one's
consideration for others completely disappeared?
This is a problem that the
proper authorities cannot correct by themselves. It will require a major effort upon the
student's part. Not very much
time and energy would be expended by merely reminding
an overly anxious member of
the "herd" that he should exhibit patience and courtesy.
The situation could easily be
alleviated if every student made
it a point to accept as a personal challenge the duty of
bringing order to our strays.
Warn the violators, and then
report them if they persist in
their ill manners. This is the
only real solution to the problem.

some definite attempt is made to do so the charges of
inaction and apathy go unrefuted. Damning? What
will be done, in answer, except the writing of indignant'
letters to Tom?
THE ANSWERS . . . dare the organizations evalthdr programs
take stock and if found lacking^
r
°
_
,
with little chance for improvement, disband.' Can the
newly formed social clubs fill the gap giving us, in
their youthful energy and drive, leadership, service;'
and social activities?
Can the projected inter-fraternity (or inter-social
club council) really be an effective and decisive group
or must it also become a carbon of the ineffectual
Council of Club Presidents?
What are the answers? Is it really not the fault of
,
. „.._.«
any one person, group of persons, or organizations.'
js it tne apathy, the unconcern of a student body long
accustomed to be selfish, seeking comfort first?
Is there a desire for growth, an interest in Clemson and what it can be with energy, drive, ambition,
effort, or is it maintaining the status quo? Is criticism^
justifiable and otherwise, or is it an easy way out? Or
is it the muttering of a columnist with a chip on his
shoulder in the final analysis?
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Allan Sloan Answers Questions
About Controversial Problems
By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Writer
"Clemson has helped me~to
think, reason, and apply scholastically and socially," said Allan
Sloan, a native of Greenville.
He Is Secretary of the Senior
Council and majoring in Ceramic
Engineering. He is the president
of Keramos and the Canterbury
Association, treasurer of Mu Beta

Psi, and an executive officer in
the Fourth Regimental headquarters.
Other organizations that he is a
member of is Blue Key, Tiger
Brotherhood, Tau Beta Pi, and
Phi Kappa Phi. He was also a
member of the Tiger Band for
three years.
When not engaged in these activities and not studying, Allan

• •••••••••A-******.***

Campus Character

ALLAN SLOAN

Disc Din

Motion Picture Academy
To Name Year's Best Song
By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
Each year around this time, the
talk of Academy Awards begins
to dominate the entertainment
world. Not only are there awards
for the best picture of the year,
best actress, best actor, best supporting actress and best supporting actor, but there is an award
for the best song, title or otherwise, appearing in motion pictures
during the year.
It might interest you to know
what the nominations for this
year happen to be. They are "The
Best of Everything," "The Five
Pennies," "The Hanging Tree
"High Hopes" and "Strange Are
the Ways of Love."
I can't help but wonder why
"Theme From A Summer Place"
was not included in this list. It
certainly did a lot more on the
best-seller charts than any of
these listed above and, in my
opinion, is a much better song all
the way around. The least it deserves is a mention.
Out of the list above it appears
that "The Best of Everything'
should come out on top. Not only
does it have a pleasant ring, but
has Johnny Mathis doing the vocal honors. Incidentally, this is
the flip side of the single stereo
version of "Summer Place."
Frank Sinatra usually manages
to pull an academy Award for at
least one tiling each and every
year. I can't see how "High
Hopes" can possibly make it, but
never give up when Sinatra is
doing the pitching; if anyone
can pull it through, he's the
man for the job.
Still along the line of films, but
off ihe Academy Awards kick, a
Russian import should really thrill
lovers of Tckaikovsky's Swan
Lake. This is the title of this
Russion motion picture released
in this country by Columbia
Pictures.

troupe. Music is out of this
world, as is the dancing. Thus
for once we can have both sound
and picture with our classical
music. The few technical errors
in the film can be overlooked
in the face of the brilliance of
the performance.
Before giving up for this week,
lei's take a look at a couple of
new jazz albums that ought to go
over in a big way. Jimmy Dorsey's Greatest Hits: (Epic) is an
album of songs in the Dorsey tradition with orchestra directed by
Lee Castle.
The best thing I can say about
this album is that stereo has saved the day. Although these new
cuttings can't touch the originals,
there is something about an "almost live" performance that is entertaining, even if the music isn't
exactly the best.
Kind of Blue (Columbia) is
Miles Davis' latest effort, and
probably his best. This is one of
those albums that must be listened to in its entirety in order to
really appreciate it. A listing of
the bands on the album would do
little toward giving an idea of
,what the album is like.
The best advice I can give in
this respect is that if you are a
jazz fan, this is for you. Downbeat gives Kind of Blue its top
rating, and for good reason. This
album really creates some wonderful moods.
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PROFESSOR NUMSKULL
THE CLASS H A4 A RATHER
UNUSUAL INTEREST IN THE
LAB EXPERIMENT TODAY.

likes to take part in active sports
like tennis and basketball. He
doesn't have much time for this
though because so much time is
spent in his academic and extracurricula activities.
I have heard that some professional organizations on campus
run evaluational systems on the
professors in their majors. Do
you think this should or could
be applied to the whole school?
"I think an evaluation of the
professor and his course would be
an excellent idea. It would be
mainly for the benefit of the professor. As for how it would be
carried out is another problem.
Each department of the school
could carry out its own evaluational system.
Of course, for the students to be
satisfied that the department was
taking their evaluations seriously,
there would have to be some sort
of indications."
"Some departments do something of this nature every so ofen, but it should be a continuous
process. It should be done at the
end of each year."
What do you think of the
G.P.R. system?
"It is the best guide possible.
By this I mean, that a lower
spread of points, say to five
points difference, would be more
accurate, but would probably do
more harm than good, especially
in the changeover."
By changing the G. P. R. system to a system based on five
points spread instead of a 10
point spread, everyone could
gain, and no one could lower
himself.
What do, you consider the worst
fault in the academic department
at Clemson?
"Inconsistency! This is true
particularly in the freshman and
sophomore courses. In one department, a student can take one
professor and make an "A"
while a student in the same type
course can make an "F" and still
know more than the student who
made an "A".
"The inconsistency of grading
among professors in a department
is something that needs to be corrected. I believe the best solution
is to give departmental quizzes
and let the professor know what
the quizzes will have on them so
that he will be sure to cover that
material."
This could not work in all courses, but it could in many, particularly on the freshman and
sophomore level. This would not
exclude inconsistency, but would
cut down on it considerably, because our college is composed of
freshmen and sophomores in population."
Is cheating as prevalent as it
seems to be emphasized?
"It does exist, but it depends
upon the attitude of the class,
which is dependent upon the professor."
Man times the professor is responsible if the students cheat. It
is his responsibility to see that it
does not exist for he has the power to do something about it while
the students can do it only collectively. We are talking about
what exists, not what the situation should be.'
Do you have anything else
you would like to discuss?
"I think they ought to limit the
number of clubs, and cut down
on the duplication."
After graduation, Allan plans to
go to graduate school.

Bv Warnie

OF COURSE MY INFLUENTIAL TEACHIW6
TECHNIQUES ARE PERSUASIUE ENOU&H TO
CAUSE SUCH A THIRIT FOR KNOWLEDGE.
THINK I'LL REALLY INSPIRE THEM SINCE THEIR
INQUISITIV£NE$S FOR LEARNING IS SO HICH.

REMEMBER CLASS
SCIENCE HAS YET
TO PROTRUDE IN ALL PHASES OF MARINE
6ENETICS. MAYSE YOU CAN BE A FIRST
IN FINDING AN UNDISCOVERED RIOTIC
ORGANISM

QVITSHAR'NG

WE SHOULD SHOW

THErmcAOiCOpt

NUMSKULL, BUT THE
COULD

PROVE

PROFESSOR
SHOCK

TRAUMATIC.
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Diversified Musicians Form Entertaining Jugaleers

^

Words To The Wise
By Mac McCord
Associate Student Chaplain
Isn't it in the book 1984 by
George Orwell that the statement
"Big Brother is watching you" is
found? It was hard for the
characters of this book to escape
the "eyes" of "Big Brother." It
is also hard for us to associate
with people today and fail to influence someone or become influenced by what we see in another person.
At a camp this summer a little
boy seemed to be very impressed
with the lifeguards. He could be
seen walking with them everywhere they went and asking to run
errands for them. He was only
ten years old, but he wanted to
know how he could join this "lifeguard club" and wear a red cross
on his bathing suit.

The Clemson College Jungaleers have made appearances at many schools and towns in and
around the state over the past five months. They have become well known for their wide selection of very danceable music. A little insight in this organization is offered through the
adjoining feature. (Tiger photo by Johnny Crow.)
*•**••***••••*•**** •••***•••

of this boy for he watched every
action and listened intently to
every word they said. .
People are watching us and
listening to everything we as college students do and say. We have
been branded college student*
and shall carry the responsibility
it requires with us wherever we
go and whatever the situation.
It is important for us to practice correct conduct off campus,
but right now let us consider the
campus as we come in contact
with hundreds of people every
day.
Each student influences someone whether he wants to or not.
This influence may be for good
or bad, but it is left up to the individual. Wouldn't it be nice if
I know how disappointed he w% could be that good influence
would have been if one of the life- around here all the time?
guards had done something that
was not exactly right in the eyes
CONCERT
(Continued from Page 1)
each year. The present tour includes appearances in Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama,
the rendition in its tracks, how- Louisiana, Mississippi, Florida,
ever. Soon things are back to nor- and Texas.
mal again, and when at the conclusion of "Savoy" the remark
"So fine," issues from the band,
we know that this was a good cut- Bud Says:
Our clothes are
ting in everyone's opinion.
We become more and more in- designed with
terested as time passes. The full, you in mind.
rich, modern sound of the JungaI\ '
leers is weaving its spell as it
We
Have
New
does on all of their dance audiences. Their music even seems to
WASH N' WEAR
be warming up this cave we refer
SUMMER SUITS
to as the College Chapel.
by
The rocking beat of "I'm
H. I. S.
Gonna Be A Wheel Someday"
jars us back from the spell under which we have fallen, signalling the end of one number
and the warm-up period preceeding the playing of another.
This bit of fun does not continue very long though, for almost
(Continued on Page 6)

Jungaleers As Seen At Jam Session
By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
On the bandstand, the sophisticated sounds of the Clemson
College Jungaleers have entertained dancers for better than thirtythree years. All of us are familiar
with this group as they appear
in their formal setting, but what
is this aggregation of musicmakers like at rehearsal, or behind the scenes?
Do they work hard preparing
for the apparently effortless performances we witness, or do they
just get up and blow? The best
way I can think of for us to answer these questions is to attend
a practice session.
The sound of a high-riding
trumpet first draws us into the
College Chapel where the Jungaleers are holding their weekly
rehearsal. This week they are
preparing for a dance at the officer's club at Donaldson Air
Force Base that will require a
combo, but the entire band is
practicing since many full-orchestra jobs are booked for the near
future.
Danny Hollis is acting leader
of the thirteen-piece band in the
absence of Henry Savage, chemical engineering major, who is
the regular head mentor.
Rhythms Break
As we enter the door, the
rhythms of Stan Kenton's "Dynaflo" break off sharply as someone detects an error. "Who's got
it at G?" someone yells. Nobody
seems to know, but Jack Team
and his trusty piano provide the
cue, just as two trumpets in the

rear break out loudly.each trying to outdo the other.
Someone asks a question, but
is immediately drowned out by
a blast from the mighty trombone of Tim Harris. Following
the comment, "Man that's piercing," from trombonist Davis,
things get underway again. As
the piano once more gives its cue,
the entire band pours out Kenton
rhythms in a manner that would
make the composer proud.
What a different effect when
the entire group works together!
At the conclusion of this number, everyone is asked to check
number 41. All musicians have it
except, you guessed it, the piano
man. While an extra copy is being secured, an off-color joke issues from somewhere in the trombone section, followed by a general burst of laughter.
Tommy Stewart of the sax section suggests that they ought to
play his new song, so immediately an unusual rock 'n roll number breaks out, intermingled with
the strains of "Blue Moon."
Noise Fads
When Hollis starts to count,
noise fades, and by the time he
reaches four, the band is ready
and out comes a perfectly coordinated version of "Sugar Beat."

This informal practice may be
a far cry from the polished performances we usually witness,
but the music sounds the same.
"Pro" lingo flies thick and
fast among the band members.
This is above the heads of us
observers, but we get the impression that these men really
know their business. We note
that even a slight mistake on
the part of one section will
bring a grimace from the rest
of the group.
When, after repeating one particular part of "Sugar Beat"
many times, perfection of this
number is approached; a new
selection is picked "Stomping at
the Salt Mine" is loudly announced to be next.
Actually, we are not at all surprised when "Stomping at the
Salt Mine" turns out to be
"Stomping at the Savoy" in one
of the most swinging versions
yet.
Sax Shine
The sax section, composed of
Tommy Lavender
(industrial
management major and business
manager for the Jungaleers),
Bruce Evans, Tommy Stewart,
and Emerson Byrd, really shines
on this number. One bad note
from the rear results in stopping
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IFC representative.
Jimmy Mozingo, Wesley Murph,
and David Cox are on the pledge
committee. Johnny Wells, Mike
Best, and Jimmy Floyd are on the
Social Committee. Jimmy Willcox,
Jakie Strickland, Tom Etheredge
are on the Projects Committee.
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freshmen who enroll in electrical,
industrial or mechanical engineering.

GENERAL
(Continued from Page 1)
Serving until 1964 are re-elected R. L. Stoddard of Spartanburg and the newly elected Paul
Quattlebaum of Charleston and
Gordon McCabe of Greenville.
S. E. Metz, assistant to the
president of Clemson College,
serves as secretary of the Board.
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Intramural Basketball Reaches Climax

Poe Belts One During Baseball Practice

By MICHAEL BEST
Tiger Sports Writer
Intramural Basketball reaches
a climax with the single elimination tournament beginning Monday February 29th. "The tournament will be one of the best that
has ever been held," according
to Coach Wilhelm. Pour days of
eliminations are scheduled with
Thursday being the last day to
determine the champion. Although
the Bandits are favored, there
will be quite a scramble for the
championship between the winners of the twelve separate leagues.
At 7.00 p.m. E-D4, winners of
League 12, play the yet to be
-determined winner of League 5.
Should the Red Birds win, there
will be a three way tie in League 12. Since the Rinky Dinks
drew a bye in the first round,
they will play the winner between E-D4 and the winner of
League 5.
Immediately following
this
round, a game between the Slow
Pokes and an undetermined winner of League 1 will follow at 8:00.
The 69'ers having drawn a bye
wilp play the winners of this
game Tuesday night.
League 6 was one of the four
lucky leagues to draw a bye. As
of yet, the winner of this league
has not been determined. Then,
at 9:00 Monday night the Snowmen and the Celtics clash, with
the winner playing the winner of
League 6 on Tuesday night.
At 10:00 p.m. the last round for
Monday night will be held. The
game between the Hotrods and
the winner of League 4 will determine who plays the Bandits
on Tuesday at 10:00. Winning last
year's tournament championship,
the Bandits have been averaging
a 40 point difference in defeating their opponents.
In the leagues that have the

In The Rough

Killing The Ball Is
Duffie's Big Problem
By PEB BOWIE
Tiger Sports Writer
This week the make-believe match between our student golfers, Duffie McDuffer and Parry O'Pro, begins.
As was stated last week, Parry is a pretty good golfer, his
scores ranging in the high 70's. Duffie is still rather new
to the game, and has yet to master some of the fundamental techniques of it. So let's follow along behind
them as they approach the first tee box and prepare to
tee off.
Firstbaseman Sammy Poe lays into a ball during spring baseball practice last week. The catcher in the photo is Gary Patterson. The Tigers open up their 1960 Season in March as they vie
for their third straight ACC title. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)

Baseball Nears Start; Tig
Hardballers Give Opinions
By ED FOX
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's defending NCAA
District Three and Atlantic Coast
Conference Champions are nearing the opening of the baseball
season. With this in mind the
players are working very hard so
that they will be able to keep the
Atlantic Coast Conference championship.

Consistency Pays Off

One problem bothering Coach tween this years and last years
Wilhelm last year was the field. team will be our lack of depth.
Wilhelm claims that the present Bailey says, "We lost some
field, which is presently a good very fine ball players last year
looking ball field and well laid and only the desire to win for
out stand of grass, is in very the teams behalf will make up
good shape. The field should not for our losses."
Clemson, who lost six out of
present any problems this year.
Bailey Hendley, Senior from nine first string ball players,
Greenville, S. C, believes that seems to be strong in hitting with
one of the main differences be- pitching being the important
question at present. Bailey, as
some other pitchers, is having his
sore arm troubles which comes
easy to most pitchers when the
season starts.
"University of North Carolina
and Wake Forest will probably
be our toughest opposition,"
states Tiger outfielder Ty Cline.
Since U. N. C. has only lost
them both and the final score
one first string ball playremained 65-62.
er
and Wake Forest has always
This victory together with the
been tough, Cline believes that
superb playing of the night be- they will be our most importfore caused the Tigers to have ant opponents to beat if we are
more confidence in themselves, to keep the A C C baseball
and thus built up the hopes of championship.
Clayton Lowder, Zack Burnette,
Coach Maravich toward the ACC
tournament. He maintains that Reid Blakeney, and David Sprouse
represent a small number of the
if the consistency the Tigers had
rest of the team who will be trySaturday night can be repeated ing their best for their team and
throughout the tournament, then their school and would appreciate
Clemson will surely emerge vic- our usual dependable and sportsmanlike conduct and support,
torious.

Clemson Gives Tar Heels A Scare;
Defeat State On Following Night
.
j
■
',

The Clemson Tigers had a much
needed successful weekend upon
meeting UNC and N. C. State
that resulted in a more confident
team and a jubilant coach. The
Clemsonites forgot to surrender to
North Carolina's withering first
half fire and pushed the bewildered Tar Heels to the limit before
Doug Moe regained his composure to lead N. C. to a slight 8580 victory.
It was a typical Clemson-N. C.
Battle, with the Tigers on a treadmill after falling behind early in
the game. The Bengals could not
get the advantage due to a slight
cold streak in the middle of the
game.
A great reason for this was
that
Choppy Patterson, the
Clemson 17-point per game
man, was sitting on the bench
during the central portion of
the game. He re-entered with
6:16 left on the clock to lead a
Tiger drive that quickly closed
the margin between the ACC
foes. With 4:05 left the Tar
Heels were leading by one
point, 75-74.
Both clubs had been burning
the baskets up to that point, but
the Bengals had faltered slightly
and fallen behind as much as 13
points during the middle of the
game. Again the back-breaking
unfortunate
inconsistencies became a favorite gripe of the
Clemson Coach, Press Maravich.

Tigs Hold Their Own
In Rebounding Field
Rebounds have played an important part in Clemson's basketball season this year. Because of
the lack of a big man to gather
rebounds, Coach Press Maravich
saw his number one problem back
at the beginning of the season and
remarked, "If you don't get but
one shot at the basket, you don't
win many ball games."

Friday although the Tar Heels
had three men as tall or taller
than Tom in the game. Maravich
also believes that Mahaffey could
do that well for us every time
if he would set his mind to do so.
With only a few games left
this year, there are six members of the Tiger basketball
team who have more than 100
rebounds. Last year George KraThe opposition has recovered
jack (154), Doug Hoffman (141),
more rebounds a game than the
and Walt Gibbons (125) were
Tigers for the last two seasons,
the only three members who
and the results showed how imgathered in more than 100 reportant they were. But this year,
bounds.
the Tigers are holding thenMahaffey, who has 153 rebounds,
own in the rebound department,
could
become the first Clemson
and are sporting a 10-13 record
player to get over 200 rebounds
which is the best sine Banks
McFadden's 1952 crew was 17-7. in a season since Gene Seay,
The Tigers have broken even Vince Yokel, and Ed Brinkley of
in the last six games despite the the 1956 season.
fact that there has been a rise of
Choppy Patterson has achieved
better than three rebounds per two individual highs for the seagame. Coach Maravich contributes son against N. C. State which inthis rise to the fact that our team cludes 30 points scored in one
are going after the rebound more game and 12 free throws scored
than in the past. When the Tiger in the other game. Walt Gibbons
roundballers gather in a re- leads the individual high for the
bound, they not only get another season in field goals scored
by
chance at a basket, but prevents tossing in 13 field goals against
the opposition from getting more Furman. Tom Mahaffey leads in
than one shot.
the most rebounds department by
Coach Maravich thinks
that gathering in 18 against North CarTom Mahaffey did a remarkable olina.

Tom Mahaffey and Choppy Patterson were the most outstanding
Clemson players. The outside gunning of George and Ed Krajack
aided the two sophomores in closing the scoring gap. Mahaffey
totaled 27 points and Patterson 12
before the final buzzer sounded
with the Tar Heels 85 — Clemson
80.
In a rough and tumble lead
changing bout Saturday night,
the Tigers upset highly favored
North Carolina State through
the efforts of that fast moving
firebrand, Choppy Patterson.
The little sophomore wowed the
Coliseum Crowd for the second time in two days and scored 30 points despite efforts by
the whole State team to stop
job against North Carolina
him.
Midway the second half, Patterson, through a series of jump
shots, scored 11 straight points to
give the Tigers a morale-boosting
one point lead. The lead had
changed 13 times in a rough 39foul game up to that point. The
inspired Tigers never relinquished the lead again however.
State went into a box defense
to deter the accuracy of Patterson, but three straight long goals
by Ed Krajack forced them to
abandon this and seek a more
pressing defense.
State came back to tie it up
once, but the Bengals soon
cracked the Wake defense and
won in a dramatic climax. Ed
Krajack was fouled with 10
seconds remaining and Clemson leading by one. He hit

last

The probable starters for

the

SHEAFFERS

STUDENT Handwriting Kit

1 GENUINE STAFFER'S
Skripsert FOUNTAIN PEN
Regular Retail Price
$2.95

WHITE SOX

3 PRS. $1.50

A coin is flipped and Duffie receives the honor of
teeing up first. Duffie has been looking forward to playing and is filled with hopes of bettering his last score.
So, as he looks down the first fairway, some 500 yards
long with the green straight away, he's pretty relaxed
and confident, two very essential elements in a good
golf shot.
Duffie's drive is a good one, 235 yards down the
middle of the fairway, and it looks as though Duffie's
on his way to a par 5 on the hole.
Parry, with the poise and relaxed manner that
comes only from practice, also hits a fine drive, about
10 yards farther than Duffie's. The match is on!
Duffie walks up to his ball and sees that although his
drive was a good one, he still has over 250 yards to cover
in order to reach the green. Here Duffie makes his first
mistake of the afternoon. The thoughts of being up
around the green are too intriguing, and he selects a two
wood, or brassie, for his second shot. This in itself is not
so bad, but Duffie has fixed in his mind the thought of
smacking the soup out of the ball. He forgets that
he must let the club hit the ball and not rely on brute
strength alone. So with this mental attitude and the
combined fact that his ball lies on a slight downhill
grade, Duffie is beaten before he shoots. Nevertheless,
he approaches the ball from the rear, correctly lining it
up, and except for his hurried and over-emphasized
swing, hits with good form.

MILITARY SHOES

1 HANDWRITING BOOKLET FREE

$7.95

VALUE

$3.93

Judge Keller

Special for Students, only • 98£

Construction Work On Three
New Practice Fields Begun
Wham Construction Co., of
Spartanburg began excavating
Tuesday for three new football
practice fields at Clemson which
will be ready for use when fall
practice opens in September.
Athletic director Frank Howard, in making the announcement about the new fields, said
that other departments of the
college would also have access
to the fields for their use such
as parking, military drill, intramural sports and the like.
Wham is expected to complete
the excavation of 38,000 yards of
dirt by Saturday and top soiling
and seeding will follow.
The three fields will be located
just above the football stadium
and adjacent to the field house
on Williamson Road. Howard ssfld
that he has never advocated closed practice sessions for his Tigers and that the new fields would
make it even more convenient for

the public to view the footbal
team in its daily drills.
location of Berkshire
road
-which served the student prefab section above the stadium.
A road closer to the stadium
will be used in the future for
those coming from the college
and another artery is now open
leading from the housing section to Highway 123 to serve
that area.
Howard said the building of th€
new practice fields was part m
the long range plan for improv<
ing athletic facilities at Clemson
He also cited the construction oi
roads leading in and out of Clemson that are now either undei
construction or that will start in
the near future which will serve
large football crowds. Additional parking lots below the stadium
are also planned prior to the
opening of the 1960 football season.

Action Shown In Spring Football Practice

This bothers Duffie a little, but he blames it on the
bad lie, and taking out a three iron decides he'll settle
for being on the green in three. But Duffie still tries to
hit the ball with everything, and won't let his three
iron work for him. However, this time he gets different
results. In his attempt to smash the ball, he has raised
slightly, and thus tops the shot. The ball dribbles on
down the fairway, about 75 yards from Duffie, and the
same distance from the hole.
Duffie now lies three in the fairway and still needs
a good nine iron approach to clear the traps in front of
the green and yet stay on the green. Well oP Duffie
comes through, remembering to keep his head down, hit
through the ball, and not choke his follow-through, he
hits on the green and just rolls off the back side.
Duffie now lies four, just off the green, and he selects an eight iron in an effort to chip and run the ball
to the hole. He remembers to keep his weight more on
his left foot and keep his head down, but he wants the
ball to be picked up and hit the green in the air. So he
tries to make the iron do this, rather than letting the
club's normal loft do the job. Consequently, he again
scalffs the shot and it falls 6 feet from the hole.
Duffie now lies five and needs to sink his putt for a
six on the hole.
Let's leave Duffie and go back to follow Parry in his
shots to the green. As we said his drive was a good one
(Continued on Page 5)
Tigers for the remainder of the
season with their average points
scored per game are: Choppy
Patterson (16.9), George Krajack
(12.5), Ed Krajack (9.0), Walt
Gibbons (8—.3), and Tom Mahaffey (6.8).

Clemson's first unit gets ready to move into action during spring drills last week. The spring
practice will be climaxed by the annual Orange-White game on March 19. (Tiger Sports Photo
by Alex McCormack.)

Roy Strickland Wins Intramural
Ping Pong; Craig Takes Billiards
Intramural bowling will start
Wednesday, March 2 at the Tiger
Bowl. Competition will be on an
individual basis. All students,
graduate students, faculty, and
employees of Clemson College are
eligible to participate. Each person who competes, bowls three
lines. The individual with the
highest score for the three lines
will be the Champion. Anyone interested come by the Tiger Bowl
between 8:30 and 10:30 Wednesday night. In event of a tie, a
fourth line will be bowled.
Intramural ping-pong champion
is Roy Strickland of Birmingham,

campus shop

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone OL 4-2011

FEB. 26-27

"The Bridges
AtToko-Ri"
with

WILLIAM HOLDEN
GRACE KELLY
SPECIAL LATE SHOW
1 Show Only- 10:30 P.M.

'Fiend Of
Dope Island"
SAT. NIGHT, FEB. 27
1 Show Only. 10:30 P.M.

"FEMALE
FIENDS"

Make*
pipeful
AMPHORA
...the tobacco that outsells
all other imported tobaccos
combined! Try it and your
very first puff will tell you
why. There's more pleasure
in smooth-smoking, evenburning, long-lasting, mild
AMPHOBA.
Popular priced, and more
for your money, too —full 2
ounces in every pack! Blended
in Holland. In handy pouches
and tins. Come in and try it
today!

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

suits

slacks

belts

ties

2-OZ. POUCH

sport shirts

Richard Matthews. Wesley defeated Richard in three out of four
games of rotation pool.

Ala. Roy, who is on a tennis
scholarship, scored decisive victories over four different opponents. The tournament was a single elimination and the runner-up
was Sam Rasheed.
Wesley Craig won the pocket
billiards tournament by defeating

I new for spring
2nd floor

SPECIAL LATE SHOW
BLACK

the teams by 155 to 107 total
points. The Celtics of League
11 have 140 to 80 total points
over their competition. E-D4 of
League 12 have taken 155 points
The project necessitated refrom the other teams, while the
league teams have only taken
75 points.
The
Intramural
Champion
ship Tournament will be held ii
the big gym. With Thursday be
ing the last day of the tourna.
ment, action-a-plenty will havi
been witnessed by many people
Everyone is encouraged and wel
corned to the final games of thseason in intramural basketball
Every team will be struggling
for the cherished championship.

Yet his hurried swing and attempt to kill the ball
have ruined the shot. He scalffs, or Kits behind the
ball. His shot just makes it across the road, straight
ahead, and up the fairway on the other side.

FRI. NIGHT, FEB. 26

2 FIVE-PACKS FAMOUS
Skrip (ATRIDGES
Reg. Retail Price 49c each •• • .98

determined
winner, the total
points of each team with its opponent has been tabulated. Since
Leagues 1, 4, 5, 6, do not have as
yet a determined winner, their
total points are not complete.
A high score of 246 points to
88 points for the opponents has
been chalked up by the powerful Bandits. The Snowmen in
League 7 have accumulated 75
points to their opponents 68
points. Competition in League 8
has been kept cool by the Hot
Rods who have scored 71 points
to their opposition's 31 points.
League 9's Slowpokes have beat
down the other league members
with 62 to 47 total points. In
League 10 the 69'ers have led

walk shorts

These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Ah- Force Navigator. As a
flying officer cm rile Aerospace
team, be has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Piogiata
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and professkxtal training, a high school
diploma is required rbowever, two
or more years of coflege are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encowages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibflkies of his position. This includes full pay and allowances
while taking off-doty courses wider the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force wS pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that be can compleM
course work and residence requirements for a college degree in 6
months or less, be is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choke.
If yon think you have what k
takes to earn liie silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Aw Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which ase available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fift in
and mail this coupon.
There's a Mace for tomorrow's
leaders on tie
-wr y *~<*
Aerospace Team. I
^^
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dress shirts
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Clemson Cagers Meet Maryland In Last Home Game Tonight:
Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament Begins Next Thursday
By JEM STEPP
Asst. Sports Editor
The Clemson Tiger Cagers
clash with the Terrapins of Maryland tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Clemson Field House. This game
could very well determine the
Tiger's position anywhere from
fifth to seventh place in the ACC
standings. Regardless of the outcome of this game, the Bengal
Basketeers will have the best conference record they have accumulated since the formation of th*e
ACC. If the Tigs take the Gamecocks Wednesday and then win
the tilt over Maryland tonight,
they will have a possibility of tieing with South Carolina for fifth
place.

Sharp Tiger Ball Handler

Maryland is holding down third
spot in the conference with losses
to only Wake Forest and North
Carolina. The Terps are coached
by Bud Millikan who is considered one of the nation's best. The
man to watch for the Terrapins
will be forward Charles McNeill.
McNeil is the offensive weapon
for the Terps and he has already
been selected on the pre-season
All-South team.

Tiger Runners
Tie Records In
Meet- Last- Week

Clemson's Dutch Shample shown above has been a consistent
player in the Tiger lineup for the past three years._ Shample is
known for his two handed set shot, which has proved quite accurate from the outside. (Tiger Sports Photo.)

Bouncing Bengal Is
Asset On The Court
By PEB BOWIE
Tiger Sports Writer
Tonight when the Clemson basketball team goes on
the court for the last home game of the season, a bouncing little speedster named "Dutch" Shample will be
among those playing for the last time here at Clemson.
During his four years at demson, Dutch has turned in many
distinguishing performances for
Coach Maravich and the Tigers.
Playing good steady basketball,
lit lias been a real mainstay in
the Clemson line-up. An exceptional floorman and adequate rebounder, Dutch has the speed

Baby Bengals Out
For Win In Last
Game Of Season
The Clemson Baby Bengals
Will close out their 1959-60 season when they take on Spartanburg Junior College tonight at 6 p.m. in the field
house. The Tiny Tigs will go
into the final game with a 8-7
record after facing some very
tough opponents.
Leading the Tigs in the
scoring department is guard
Ronnie Underiner who has an
average of 20.5 points per
game. Behind him is center
Larry Seitz with an 18 point
mark. Other double figure men
include forward Carl Ward,
guard Chuck Narvin, and forward Mike Bohonak.
The Baby Tigers have faired
very well against other college teams, but the thorn in
their side has been the Textile League teams. The Bengals have 455 field goals as
compared to their opponents'
444 and they have scored a
total of 1098 points while their
opponents have accumulated
1094.
Some of the individual highs
for the season are as follows:
total points scored — Larry
Seitz vs. Anderson College—
35; field goals scored — Larry
Seitz vs. Anderson College—
15; free throws scored — Carl
Ward vs. Georgia Frosh—12;
fre throws attempted — Carl
Ward vs. Georgia Frosh—15;
(made 12). Although the overall record is only 8-6, the Baby
Bengals should be a great asset
to next year's varsity team,
to stay with the best on defense

STUDENTS
WANTED!
To sell Crew and Athletic
Socks, T-Shirts & Shorts
on campus. High commission rate. Write

Warren Hosiery
Company
Route 1 - Box 29
NORLINA, N. C.
Enclose your school
address.

and come back with some flashy
offense of his own.
But Dutch's ability with a basketball is not something that came
to him overnight. Before Dutch
was old enough to participate in
high school sports, he went on all
the trips with the team, just so
he could be a part of it. Then in
the tenth grade he made the
starting lineup for McKeesport
High in Pa. and ever since he has
been the key player on the team
whether in high school or college
In fact, McKeesport High won
the Penn. State Championship
during Dutch's junior year, and
they went to the semi-finals his
senior year. And it was during
his senior year that he made
All-State and won the respect
of many top ranking colleges
across the nation.
What made him decide on Clemson? Dutch was familiar with
Coach Maravich and his style of
basketball. His high school coach
and Maravich were close friends
and Dutch had attended several
clinics conducted by Maravich.
Many of the athletes from the McKeesport area had come to Clemson and were interested in seeing
Dutch come to Clemson. So "the
Duchess" decided to come South
and he has been a big gun ever
since.
When the Tigers come bouncing
out for the last game tonight look
for one that bounces just a little
more than the rest. That's DutchRemember him, he is a Clemson man that will be hard to overlook when talking of great Clemson basketballers.

Clemson's indoor track team
showed up very well in Montgomery, Alabama on February 20.
The Tigers placed sixth out of
fourteen teams.
The meet was
held in the Montgomery Indoor
Coliseum on a 180 yard track that
cut down on times because of its
sharp curves.
High school, college varsity,
and college freshman teams from
Alabama, Tennessee, South Carolina, Kentucky, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, and Louisana participated. The winning team in college varsity
competition
was
Northeast Louisiana State College.
The two stars for Northeast
Louisiana State College were
twins, Don and Dave Styron.
They ran in the 60 yard dash,
the 60 yard low hurdles, the
broad jump, and both were on
the winning mile relay team.
Dave Styron set a new record
in the 60 yard dash during the
trials in 6.3 seconds. He was
hard pushed by Clemson's Bob
Erwin who tied the old record of
6.4 seconds.
Clemson's Frosh lost the team
championship by only one point
A standout for the Cubs and a
good boost for next year's varsity
was Donnie Gilbert. Donnie, who
set and still holds the high school
record in the 60 yard dash, tied
the present record of 6.4 seconds
in the 60 yard dash.
In the mile relay, both the Tiger's varsity and freshmen teams
came in third behind Northeast
Louisiana State and Florida State.
The varsity mile relay team was
composed of Bob Erwin, Quincey
Newman, Jim Moorhead, and
John Dunkleburg. The Frosh mile
relay team was composed of Donnie Gilbert,
Bobby
Putnam,
Charles Cuttino, and Ray Dunkleburg. Bob Swofford of Clemson's
varsity squad placed second in
the high jump.
Clemson also had boys in the
special amateur division. This
division is for boys who transferred from another school this
year and have to wait a year
before being eligible to compete
for their new team. In this category Clemson's
Wesley King
won the 60 yard dash by tying
the old record of 6.4 seconds.
While Jack Kelly placed third
in the broad jump and fourth
in the 60 yard dash. Both of
these boys should be a big help
to the Tigers next year.
The next indoor meet will be
the ACC championship meet in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina on
March 12. The Tigers will be in
fine shape and are growling for a
chance to break some recrods.

As a sophomore he set a new
school record for scoring and he
is expected to break the thousand point mark this season.
Guard Jerry Bechtle was the second leading scorer last year with
261 points for a 11.9 mark. Center
Al Bunge is considered the finest
"big man" ever to wear the Red
and White for Maryland. The six
foot-nine inch senior is one of
the games best rebounder and defensive men.

The tournament, which will decide the ACC champ to be represented in the NCAA playoffs,
will pair the number one and eight
teams, the second and seventh,
third and sixth, and fourth and
fifth all according to their final
conference standings.
Wake Forest is currently sitting
comfortably in the drivers seat
with a 12-2 record and can only
be challenged by North Carolina
who stands at 11-2 with a game
scheduled against Duke tomorrow
night. A win would put the Tar
Heels in a first place tie and a
drawing would then have to be
made to determine which team
would encounter the 7th place position holder Thursday.
Coming down the line it appears that Maryland, currently

Another great defensive man is
forward Pete Krukar. He will
definitely be Coach Millikan's
choice for the top defensive assignment in the back
court
against the Tigers. Rounding out
the probable five for the Terps
will be junior Bob McDonald.
The Maryland terps will be
facing a fired up Tiger team
which should be "red hot" after
the fine showing they had
against UNC and N. C. State
last week. The Bengals lost a
heart-breaker to UNC, but not
before sophomore center Tommy MaHaffey dumped in twenty-five points.

holding a 7-5 record, will grasp
the number three spot. However, the Terps will have their
hands full this weekend taking
on both Clemson nd South Carolina on consecutive nights. Assuming that they will hold on
to this position Maryland will
battle the 6th place team in
the conference — which could
very well be any of three teams,
South Carolina,
Clemson or
North Carolina State.
Duke now stands at 6-6 and
should hold on to the fourth position unless USC can win both
of their last two games, which
seems somewhat improbable. The
5th, 6th and 7th positions could
all change depending on this
week's games. A win for Carolina
over Clemson would assure them

Consistent Star

KILLING THE BALL
(Continued from Page 4)
and he now lies on a slight downhill grade about 250
yards from the hole. He also decides to use a two wood,
and approaches the ball from the rear, lines his shot, and
then adjusts so as to play the ball a litle more towards
his back foot than he normally does. In doing this he
compensates for the downhill lie and the slice that it
might incur.
He then takes the club back in one smooth movement of body and club and making sure not to rush his
swing, hits a good shot about 20 yards short of the green.
He now selects a chipping wedge and makes a good
shot to the green, 10 feet from the hole. Parry now lies
three on the green and with no trouble can get his par
with two putts.

Guard Choppy Patterson scored
a season high thirty points to
Duffie realizes this and not wishing to fall more
lead the Tigs to victory over N.C.
ED KRAJACK
than
one stroke behind Parry, he tenses and putts full,
State. If both of these boys are
Clemson, Maryland .vs. N. C
hitting tonight then the Tigers past the hole.
State, and Duke vs. South Carshould have very little trouble
Parry steps up and two putts for his par. Duffie olina.
downing the third place MaryChecking over our records for
land team. The starting lineup for sneaks in a three footer coming back, and finds himself
both the past and present we
*••••*•** two strokes down as they approach the second hole.
come up with some interesting
facts. Captain George Krajack,
Parry and Duffie both go on to par the 360 yard sec- who will be making his 1st apond hole, Parry with steady accuracy and Duffie with a
lucky putt, after a bad approach shot.

pearance on the hardwood
In
Clemson tomorrow night, will go
in as a starter for the seventy
second straight time. This means
that George has started in every
basketball game that Clemson has
played in the last three years-or
since George was a sophomore!
This is an honor that can be
claimed by few.
Tomorrow nights game
with
Maryland will also see some four
other seniors making their last
appearance in Clemson. They are
Dutch Shample, Walt Gibbons,
Don Carver and Frank Clarke.
While on the subject of players starting in games it might
be noted that two other Tiger
stars have entered the game
with the opening buzzer of every
game this season. And from the
calibre of play of both of these
men, Choppy Patterson and Ed
Krajack, it would be safe to
assume that they will get the
starting nod for a long time to
come.
And Patterson, the sophomore
sensation of the ACC, currently
is averaging 16.9 points per game.
To break the 18 point mark he
will have to score a total of fity
points in the last two games. He
hit thirty against N. C. State last
weekend with players sticking to
him like glue. The opinion around
here seems to be that he just
might do it.

STUDENTS
WELCOME

JAKE'S BARBER
SHOP
Downtown Clemson

Tig Rebounder

Thus our golfers go into the third hole. Parry is
now quite confident and assured that this is his day and
Duffe, well, he's hoping that things will get better, after
that last par.

BASKETBALL CONTEST
$5.00 PRIZE
RULES FOR ENTERING CONTEST:
1.

Persons entering contest must be
student or a paid subscriber.

2.

Persons entering contest must use official cutout entry blank.

3.

The person who has the closest" correct number
of winning teams will win the contest. The winner will be announced in the following week's
paper.

4.

Entry blanks must be in the contest box in dormitory office before 5 p. m. March 1, 1960.

5.

Entrie.s will be limited to one per person. In case
of a tie, there will be a run-off contest.

TOM McHAFFEY
the Bengals will probably be as
follows: Center, Tom MaHaffey;
Guards, Choppy Patterson and
Ed Krajack; Forwards, Walt Gibbons and George Krajack.
This weekend marks the final
round of Atlantic Coast Conference basketball play with the
ACC tournament getting under
way Thursday of next week at
Raleigh. Only three interconference games remain, two of those
being played tomorrow and one
tonight, with one of them playing
an important part on the tourney pairings.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.
105 E. Whitner St.

Phone CAnal 4-0707

Anderson, South Carolina
20 BILLFOLD PICTURES

for

$1.20

a

Clemson

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE NO

HART SCHAFFNERT & MARX CLOTHES
PALM BEACH - CAMPUS TOGS - HASPEL

HEYW00D-MAH0N
131 N. Main Street, Greenville, S. C.
ARKANSAS (

)

BAYLOR ( )

Vs.

Vs.

S.M.U. (

)

TEXAS A.&M. ( )

from any picture or negative
"BETWEEN THE BANKS"

On Campus

itfth

(Author of "1 Was a Teen-age Dwarf',"The Many
Loses of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

THE THUNDERING MARCH OF PROGRESS
Today, as everyone knows, is the forty-sixth anniversary of the
founding of Gransmire College for Women, which, as everyone
knows, was the first Progressive Education college in the
United States.
Well do I recollect the tizzy in the academic world when
Gransmire opened its portals! What a buzz there was, what a
brouhaha in faculty common rooms, what a rattling of teacups,
when Dr. Agnes Thudd Sigafoos, first president of Gransmire,
lifted her learned old head and announced defiantly, "We will
teach the student, not the course. There will be no marks, no
exams, no requirements. This, by George, is Progressive
Education!"
Well sir, forward-looking maidens all over the eouniry east
off their fetters and came rushing to New Hampshire to enroll
at Gransmire. Here they found freedom. They broadened their
vistas. They lengthened their horizons. They unstopped their
bottled personalities. They roamed the campus in togas, leading ocelots on leashes.
And, of course, they smoked Marlboro cigarettes. (I say, "Of
course." Why do I say, "Of course"? I say, "Of course" because
it is a matter of course that anyone in search of freedom should
naturally turn to Marlboro, for Marlboro is the smoke that sets
the spirit soaring, that unyokes the captive soul, that fills the
air with the murmur of wings. If you think flavor went out
when filters came in—try Marlboro. They are sold in soft pack
or flip-top box wherever freedom rings.)
But all was not Marlboro and ocelots for the girls of GTJM»mire. There was work and study too—not in the ordinary sense,
to be sure, for there were no formal classes. Instead there was
a broad approach to enlarging each girl's potentials, both mental
and physical.
Take, for example, the course called B.M.S. (Basic Motor
Skills). B.M.S. was divided into L.D. (Lying Down), S.U.
(Standing Up) and W. (Walking). Once the student had mastered L.D. and S.U., she was taught to W.—but not just to W.
any old way! No, sir! She was taught to W. with poise,
dignity, bearing! To inculcate a sense of balance m the ghi,
she began her exercises by walking with a suitcase in eaeh hand.
(One girl, Mary Ellen Dorgenieht, got so good at it thai today
she is beH eaptaia at the Deshler-Hftton Hotel in CotemiHis,
Ohio.)
^

DAN'S

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

CLEMSON, S. C.

OPEN 10 A. M. TO 1 P. M.
DAYTON(

Vs.

)

DUQUESNE (

Tiger Tavern

Vs.

DETROIT (
FORDAM (

)

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

if v$QaifcdBii0pi&tYt &$—

CLEMSON, S. C.

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Open Late After Dances

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.
ft FOUNTAIN SERVICE
ft SANDWICHES

of 5th place while a loss combined
with another against Maryland
Saturday might throw the fifth
place spot into the three way tie.
N. C. State has completed all of
their conference games and
stands at 5-9. Should Clemson win
either against the Gamecocks or
Maryland they would be tied with
State while two wins would assure
them of fifth place. Virginia on
the other hand is unchallenged
for the bottom with a 1-12 won-loss
record.
Thus, summing it up — the
tournament schedule might see
these teams pitting talents in
first day action: Wake Forest
vs. Virginia, North Carolina vs.
• *••*••••

ft NEWSSTAND

E. KENTUCKY (
XAVIER (

)

)

Vs.
Vs.

LOUISVILLE (
MARQUETTE (

)

)

TENNIS SHOES AND EQUIPMENT
WASH #N WEAR GREEN & TAN PANTS

SLOANS MEN'S SHOP
CLEMSON, S. C.
NEW YORK U. (
UTAH (

t

)

)

Vs.
Vs.

ST. JOHN'S (
WYOMING (

)

)

When the girls had walking under their belts,'they were
allowed to dance. Again no formality was imposed. They were
simply told to fling themselves about m any way their impulses
dictated, and, believe you me, it was quite an impressive sight
to see them go bounding into the woods with their togas flying.
(Several later joined the U.S. Forestry Service.)
There was also a lot of finger painting and sculpture with
coat hangers and like that, and soon the fresh wind of Progressivism came whistling out of Gransmire to blow the ancient dust
of pedantry off curricula everywhere, and today, thanks to the
pioneers at Gransmire, we are all free.
If you are ever m New Hampshire, be awe to visit the Gransmire campus. It is now a tannery.
© 1990 M„sb«i»».
*
*
*
Ityom. tike mildness but you don't Hke filters—trg Marlboro's
sister cigarette, Philip Morris. If you Wee television but you
don't like cowboys—try Max Shulman's "The Many hove*
of DobU GUlis" every Tuesday night on CBS.
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Numeral

Holds Initiation

Clemson Chapter
SAME Hears Col.
Stevens At Meet
The Clemson chapter of the
Society America Military Engineer was honored recently when
Colonel W. A. Stevens, District
Engineer, addressed their group
on Feb. 11.
Colonel Stevens discussed the
work of the Army Corps of Engineers in this area related to the
over-all activities of the Corps
of Engineers throughout the
world. His talk was supplemented by a film, "Fighters and Builders," which depicted the dual
role, civil and military, of the
Corps of Engineers.
Colonel Stevens has been District Engineer since July 5, 1959.He came to Savannah from an
assignment at Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo., where he was Commanding Officer of the 18th
Engineer Brigade.
He is a native of Houston, attended the University of Maryland and was commissioned a
second lietutenant in the U. S.
Army Reserve in 1931. He was a
civilian resident engineer on
construction of Government buildings in Washington from 1935 to
1940 when he was called to
active duty with the Corps of
Engineers.
Serves As Engineer
He served as area engineer on
construction program in connection with air bases, general hospitals and ordnance plants in
various sections of the nation.
' Colonel Stevens was assigned, in
1943, to the Manhattan District
which, after the war, became the
Atomic Energy Commission. For
the next five years he was Chief
of Operations of the district and
subsequently the Post Commander
at Los Alamos, New Mexico, the
heart of the atomic bomb project.
During this time he participated
in the first bomb test in New
Mexico in July, 1945, and served
on Joint Task Forces in connection with bomb tests and operations in the Pacific Theater. In
July, 1946, he was selected to
enter the Corps of Engineers of
the Regular Army. He was awarded the Legion of Merit for his
services with the Manhattan District.
Colonel Stevens was Deputy
Engineer from 1948 to 1951 and
was later Engineer, U. S. Army,
Pacific, in Hawaii. Returning
to Washington in 1951, he was
assigned to the Armed Forces
Special Weapons Project, initially as Chief of the Plans Division and then Deputy Chief of
Staff for Operations, Plans and
Training.
The Atomic Energy Commission
was set up as a separate civilian
agency by this time and AFSWP
was created as a joint military
agency responsible for determining military atomic requirements
and coordinating, under the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, military participation and training of the armed
forces in atomic matters.
Colonel Stevens was graduated
from the Army Command and
General Staff College in 1952. In

Numeral Society held its formal
initiation program last night as
13 pledges became members of
the service fraternity.
New members of the Numeral
Society, are Pat Killen, pre-medicine major from Sumter; Howard Jones, textile science major
from Sumter; and Joe Bagwell,
industrial management major
from Greenville.
Also Jim Covington, arts and
science major from Columbia;
Don Greer, textile management
major from Spartanburg; Henry
Asbill, arts and science major
from Greenville.
Also, Charles Christmas, industrial management major from
Morristown, Pa.; Lee Floyd, industrial management major from

Friday, February 26,1960

New Slipstick Staff Begins Work With March Issue

Columbia; and George Thrower,
chemical engineering major from
Bennetts ville.
Unable to attend the initiation
last year but who participated
last night were Bert Wood, premedicine major from Cayce; Angus McGregor, arts and science
major from Hopkins; Phil Kennedy, arts and science major
from Manning; and Joe Thompson, pre-medicine major from
Manning.
Johnny Simms, arts and science
major from Greenville, was not
initiated due to an Air Force
orientation at Barstow Air Force
Base in Florida. He will formally
join the club at the next initiation
period.

J. E. Sherman Is Member of
National Board of Directors
National Board of Directors of
the American College Public Relations Association has elected
Joseph E. Sherman, Director of
Public and Alumni Relations at
Clemson College to the board.
Representing more than 800
American colleges and universities, the Association includes
more than 1,600 public relations
and development personnel.
Mr. Sherman will represent the
Southeastern district on the
ACPRA board along with Miss
Ann Worthy Johnson of Agnes
Scott College, Atlanta.
The Clemson Alumni Association has announced the establishment of annual awards to members of the Clemson faculty and

Plans To Conduct Institute For
High School Teachers Are Final

staff for outstanding contributions
in teaching, research and staff
services.
The recipients of the awards
will be determined by a selection
process to be established by the
College administration according
to Patrick N. Calhoun of Greensboro, N. C, national president of
the Clemson Alumni Association.
The award presentations will be
made each June at Clemson's annual Alumni banquet held in conjunction with the alumni reunion.
The program in recognition of
outstanding faculty and staff services will be financed by an
annual Clemson Foundation grant
from the Clemson Alumni Loyalty
Fund.

Interview Schedule

Monday
The new Slipstick staff is pictured above after a meeting concerning the first issue of their magazine which is to be issued to the students in the latter part of March. Those pictured are: seated,
International Harvester Company, including Motor trucks sales:
ed to give special lectures, con objective of strengthening the (left to right) Leslie Preston, Rudy Hawkins, Alwyn Brown and Bob Lawrence; standing, Alex
Agricultural economics, arts and sciences, all engineers and
duct seminars and meet informal' subject matter preparation of McCormack, Ronnie Slice, W. T. Kirby, Kemp M ooney, Harvey Newton and W. . J. Vanadore.
industrial management.
participating teachers.
ly with the participants.
Hazeltine Corporation:
Clemson has completed plans Dr. Floyd I. Brownley, Jr., act- (Tiger photo by Alfx McCormack.)
Electrical engineering and mechanical engineering.
for conducting a six-weeks insti- ing Head of the Chemistry and
Allied Chemical Corporation:
tute for high school teachers in Geology Department will direct
Chemistry, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, mean effort to improve the effective the summer institute.
chanical engineering and textile chemistry.
ness of teaching science and The program will consist of
mathematics in high schools.
Tuesday
courses, seminar, special lectures,
The college will use funds from discussion periods and inforUnited
States
Navy
Ordnance
Laboratory:
the National Science Foundation mal group activities assembling
Chemistry, electrical engineering and mechanical engineering.
grant to accomplish the primary for varying periods throughout
Sulphur Springs Maryland:
By BECKY EPTING
Serving with Bob, a ceramic en- neering student of Camden, busithe week.
Methematics and physics.
Tiger Asst. News Editor
The list of institute courses and
gineering major from Brevard, ness manager; Henry Savage, Georgia Power Company:
the instructors includes Biology Slipstick staff for 1960 has re- N. C, are Alwyn Brown, ceramic chemical engineer of Sumter and
Electrical engineering, industrial engineering and mechanical
for High School Teacher, Prof.
engineering.
cently been announced by Bob engineer of Columbia and Lee Rudy Hawkins, electrical engiRobert E. Ware; Principles of
Hughes Aircraft Company:
Chemistry, Dr. James H. Hob- Lawrence, editor. This staff as- Clyburn, mechanical engineering neering major from Greenville as
Electrical engineering and phyics.
son; and Review of General sumed responsibility this semester major from Camden as associate assistant business managers.
Broyhill Furniture Factories:
Chemistry, Dr. Brownley.
Industrial engineering and mechanical engineering.
and will continue in their posi- editors.
Alex McCormack, electrical enSigma Alpha Zeta, the first pri- Also Earth Science, Dr. Charles tions until second semester of next Also members on the staff are gineer of Spindale, N.C., is phoWednealay
marily social fraternity on cam- Q. Brown and Prof. Woodrow. W. year.
Irby Wright, an electrical engiR.
J.
Reynolds
Tobacco
Company,
Winston-Salem, N. VC.
tographer; Kemp Mooney, archipus, recently put its pledges Tingle; Fundamental Concepts in
All degrees especially chemistry, chemical engineering, civil
tecture student of Raleigh, N. C,
through their paces. The frater- H. S. Mathematics, Prof. James
engineering, electrical engineeering and mechanical engineernity, organized early last fall to L. Flatt and Dr. Dawson C. Shelis serving as designer. Faculty
ing.
promote brotherhood and to bring don, all of the Clemson faculty
adviser is Prof. C. C. Fain of Burlington Industries, Incorporated:
and
Descriptive
Astronomy,
Dr.
social activities at Clemson to a
Chemistry, industrial engineering, industrial management and
the Ceramics department.
higher plane, is planning a big Gordon Vandervort, the Univertextiles.
party which will follow the formal sity of Virginia.
Associates have also been seFieldcrest Mills, Incoroprated:
initiation, according to Winston Visiting lecturers will be invit- A proposed recommendation to and Jim Payne. These include lected. They are Harvey NewChemical engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engiFowler, president.
neering, mechanical engineering and textilies.
the Administration to allow stu- both excused and unexcused ton, ceramic engineering major
JUNGALEERS
from Harts ville; Robert Kirby,
The pledges are: Joe Kinard, an
dents who have zone stickers to absences.
Thursday
(Continued on Page 3)
industrial engineering student of
industrial management major
at
once
the
danceable
notes
of
park in day student areas was de- From the three meetings first Asheville, N. C; and Leslie
Southern Bell, Long Lines-Atlantic Telephone and Telegraph,
from Greer; Joe Anderson, a civ
Western Electric-Manufacturing and Bell Laboratories:
il engineering major from Lan- the "Bunny Hop" pour forth feated in the Student Assembly by semester at which attendance was Preston, electrical engineer of
from the stage.
All degrees especially engineering, mathematics and physics.
Columbia.
caster.
scant
two
vote
margin.
This
Albany Felt Company:
Also, Pete Rugheimer, an edu- Just as we turn aside to light motion had twice been tabled taken, the following figures have
a
cigarette,
while
more
antics
of
Also,
Ronnie
Slice,
electrical
enbeen compiled by the secretary
Industrial management and textiles.
cation major from Charleston;
Spooky Weeks, an industrial man- the band are taking place, a sud- pending the acquisition of more of the Assembly. The information gineering major of Columbia, and
Friday
den quiet comes over the group accurate data.
Jennings Vanadore, industiral
agement major from Aiken; Hugh
includes both excused and unex- engineer of Easley.
and,
without
warning
the
strains
Southern
Bell,
Long
Lines-Atlantic
Telephone and Telegraph,
Rock, an industrial management
No other definite action was cused absences, and is based on
Western Electric-Manufacturing and Bell Laboratories:
major from Rock Hill; and Max of "Music from Beyond the
The next issue of Slipstick will
All degrees especially engineering, mathematics and physics.
Holland, an industrial manage- Moon" come softly to our ears. taken at the Feb. 18 meeting. A the sum of the meetings attend- come out around March 21, acMusic like this makes you want discussion of the feasibilities and ed by each individual divided by
Rural Electrification Administration, United States Department of
ment major from Gastonia, N. C.
cording to the editor. He also an- Agriculture:
to dance, but no suitable partAlso, John Efird, an industrial ners are available.
problems of setting up a system the total possible attendances.
nounced that plans are now being
Electrical engineering.
management major from Con- The versatility of the Junga- in the dormitories similar to that
Senior Class, 12 attendances of made for a banquet for the old
cord, N. C; Charles Todd, an leers amazes me more than anystaff
to
be
held
the
evening
of
electrical engineering major from thing else, and their ability to proposed last year as IDC was a possible 15 for 80 per cent; ju- Spring Hop.
THE SHINING TOWER
referred to joint action by the
Laurinburg, N. C; and Bob
6 A. M. — 12 P. M.
play this right along with jazz Housing and Interdormitory Coun- nior class, 13 of 15 for 87 per cent; Anyone interested in writing an
Kapp, a dairy major from Colum- and rock 'n roll proved this to
sophomore class, 13 of 15 for 87
• FULL MEALS
* CHARCOAL STEAKS
cil
Committees
of
the
Assembly.
article for the magazine is enbia.
• SANDWICHES
* CURB SERVICE
me again. This particular piece
per cent; freshman class, 14 of 15
couraged by Bob to submit it to
Winston Fowler said that a of music is better known as "My Suggested changes in the Data
* REAL PIT BAR-B-Q
week-end outing will be planned One and Only Love", as made Sheet prepared each fall during for 93 per cent; and Council of the staff. They will welcome all
Clemson Highway - - Anderson, S. C.
for members and dates; this is famous by Johnny Mathis. Now matriculation by students were Club Presidents, 40 of 60 for 67 articles.
to be scheduled early this you see why I say it was quite presented by Ronnie Hillhouse of per cent.
spring.
a switch from the evening's pre- the Class Regulations Committee.
Representatives
with perfect
dominant jazz theme.
He then asked that Assembly
A Campus-to-Career Case History
1954 he was Department of Deattendance
records
are Jerry
Practice Seems Over
members express their views.
fense representative to the Five With the end of this number,
Brown, Bill McCowan, Dick HarPowers Disarmament Conference practice seems to be about over. Ted Davenport of the commit- vin, Angus McGregor, Jim Youngat London, England. He was Area As we walk toward the door, we tee studying methods of selecting
Engineer, Eastern Ocean District, hear a perfect impromptu per- Clemson representatives to bowl blood, Bill Freeman, Jim Hunter,
in Iceland, from 1956 to 1957 when formance of "Trumpeter's Holi- games also requested and receiv- John Timmerman, Hal Littleton,
he became Assistant Director of day"' burst from the trumpet ed member'js suggestions on al- Jim Brabham, Tom Vaughn, Gene
the Army Engineer Research and section. Charlie Easterlihg is ternate methods of selection of Crocker, Winston Fowler, Dave
Development Laboratories, at tapering off for the evening as the aforesaid representatives.
Martin, John Murray, Tom NorFort Belvoir. Va.
ton and Dwight Strawn.
Steve Pruitt and Dick Harvin, the
Absent from the meeting were
other two trumpets, watch and
Alwyn
Brown,
John
TimmerA vacancy was created for a
listen.
The last sounds we hear as the man, Bob Conrad, Tom representative from the Council
vault doors of the Chapel close Vaughn, Tom Ariail, Walter of Club Presidents by the withare
the voices of several mem- DeLoach, Dave Martin (ex- drawal of one of its first semes600 On Your Dial
bers of the band, clustered around cused prior to the meeting), ter representatives.
drummer Gene Moorhead and
Fri., Feb. 26 thru Thurs., Mar. 3
pianist Jack Team, singing in a
,
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
•
Sunday Cavalcade
style much similar to the Four
Allegro
Freshmen. Could something new
History Jazz
ANDERSON, S. C.
Rec. at Ramdom
Marchtime
Rec. at Ramdom
be in the works for the JungaBandstand
Rec. at Ramdom
Hardware - Sporting Goods
leers? Judging from their past
Club 600
Bandstand
Club 600
Bandstand
accomplishments,
I
wouldn't
Country Style
"Serving This Section Since 1885"
Club 600
Bandstand
Country Music
doubt it in the least!
Club 600
Bandstand
Songtime

Slipstick Announces New Staff

Lineup; Dote Set For Publication

Sigma Alpha Zeta
Plans Party For
Pledging Wind-Up

Student Assembly
Acts On Proposals

WSBF Program Schedule

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

1:00
3:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45 Club 600
7:55 News
8:00 Concert Hall
8:15 Concert Hall
9:00 Reserved You
9:15 Stardust
11:00 News
11:05 Nite Beat
1:00 Sign Off
1:00
3:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:55
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:15
11:00
11:05
1:00

Navy Swings
Navy Swings
Sounds of 20th
Sounds of 20th
Serenade Blue
Evergreens
News
Late, Late, Show
Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

Songtime
Songtime
Tops In Pops
Tops In Pops
Suitcase Sp
Suitcase Sp
Sign Off

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Rec. at Ramdom
Rec. at Ramdom
Rec. at Ramdom
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Guest Star
Stardusi
News
Nite Beat
Sign Off

Rec. at Ramdom
Rec. at Ramdom
Rec. at Ramdom
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Army Bandstand
Stardust
News
Nite Beat
Sign Off

Rec. at Ramdom
Rec. at Ramdom
Rec. at Ramdom
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Stars Defense
Stardust
News
Nite Beat
Sign Off

Rec. at Ramdom
Rec. at Ramdom
Rec. at Ramdom
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Hi-Way Reports
Stardust
News
Nite Beat
Sign Off

BE SOCIABLE---DRINK

In the master control room of San Diego TV station KFMB-TV, Max Beere
discusses a new studio-transmitter link with chief engineer Charles Abel.

His "temporary" job became a career
Max P. Beere spent two years at the University of Hawaii while with the U. S.
Navy, then earned his B.S. degree in
Engineering at the University of Utah,
where he served as technical lighting director for numerous campus theater and
television shows.

pany liaison with the TV networks, he
was soon surveying microwave relay
routes for the "Wide, Wide World" show,
and working on "remote" and mobile
telecasts from such interesting locations
as Death Valley and rocket-launching
sites deep in the desert.

On graduating in 1955, he fancied a
television career for himself, but felt that,
being married, he couldn't afford to serve
a TV apprenticeship.

In August, 1958, he was transferred to
San Diego, where he took on full responsibility for TV-and-radio Special Services. This led to a particularly satisfying
assignment in early 1959—the development of a new and successful closed-circuit educational TV system for 18
elementary schools in Anaheim.

Max had an interview with the Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company in
Los Angeles. "I was offered a position in
transmission engineering," he says. "It
sounded great—but I really thought of it
as a 'temporary' thing until I could get
into television."
Max's TV career came sooner than he
had hoped. Assigned as telephone com-

"The telephone company really
opened my eyes," says Max. "It's a fine
place to work, where new ideas are welcomed and recognized and chances for advancement are excellent I'm sold on it"

Max Beere is one of many young men with varied college back-

Terry Bottling Company

grounds who are finding stimulating careers in the Bell Telephone Companies. Learn about opportunities for yon. Talk
with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus—and read

Anderson

-:-

Greenwood

Under Appointment From Pepsi-Cola, New York

the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office.

BELL
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